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A subtle balance of flexibility and stress is found to be critical

for a DNA nanostructure to be a good self-assembly block.

DNA is an excellent system for studying molecular self-assembly

and nanoconstruction.1 The success of this field relies on the

development of structurally well-defined DNA motifs, which

provide structural control. One particular interest is to design

DNA motifs to grow large, ordered two-dimensional (2D) arrays.

It used to be believed that DNA motifs must be rigid,2 and

vigorous efforts have been taken to remove potential flexibilities

and enforce rigidities of these motifs.3 To that end, rigid DNA

motifs, including double crossover,3a triple crossover,3b and

triangular structures,3c,d have been developed, which have success-

fully formed ordered 2D arrays as hypothesized. However, two

recently developed DNA motifs, a cross motif4 and a 3-point-star

motif5, both contain unpaired single-stranded loops at their

geometric centers. Because of the loops, they are believed to be

quite flexible. Surprisingly they readily form large, ordered 2D

arrays. These two examples raise a question: Is rigidity really

important for DNA motifs to self-assemble into 2D arrays?

Flexibility and stress are two opposite indexes: more flexibility

results in less stress, and more stress leads to less flexibility. To

build a rigid motif, we would like to have maximum stress and

minimum flexibility. Too much flexibility will result in DNA

structures not being well-defined, and too much stress will disrupt

DNA duplex structures. There must be a fine balance between the

two factors. In this paper, we have used the 3-point-star motif5 to

demonstrate experimentally the importance of this balance.

The 3-point-star is developed with the inspiration of the cross

motif. The 3-point-star structure composed of seven DNA single

strands, which assemble into three interconnected four-arm

junctions pointing three directions (Fig. 1). A long, central strand

contains three unpaired, single-stranded Tn loops, which prevent

DNA duplexes from stacking onto each other and keep the overall

three-fold rotational symmetry.6 With complementary sticky ends,

3-point-star molecules can associate with each other to form 2D

crystalline arrays. The loop length is a critical factor for the overall

structure. If the loops are too long, the motif will be too floppy and

can not maintain the 3-fold symmetry and be planar. Hence, no

large 2D arrays will form. If the loops are too short, stress will

distort DNA duplexes. Again, no 2D arrays will readily form. We

have tested this hypothesis by studying the self-assembly

behaviours of five 3-point-star molecules with loop size ranging

from 0 to 4 nucleotides (Tn, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4).

We first analyzed all molecules with different loop sizes by

native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE, Fig. 2). All

DNA complexes were stable under native conditions. Each

complex appeared as a single, sharp band with an expected

mobility. Note, that in two lanes, we used molecular ratios to

intentionally generate multiple DNA complexes; each complex

corresponded to one single band in the gel. The formation of the

multiple partial DNA complexes gave us confidence that the final
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Fig. 1 DNA 3-point-star motif. (a) A blunt-ended DNA 3-point star

consists of three identical black strands, three identical blue strands, and

one green–red strand. Note, that the red segments are single-stranded

loops consisting of various number of Ts (Tn, n = 0–4). (b) An extended,

hexagonal two-dimensional (2D) crystalline DNA arrays assembled from

3-point-star motifs with sticky ends.

Fig. 2 Native PAGE (6%) analysis of the individual 3-point-star motifs.

DNA strands and their molar ratios (in parentheses) in each lane are

indicated above the gel image; and the identities of all bands are shown at

the right side. The leftmost lane contains a series of DNA duplex size

markers (50 bp ladders).
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product in the left five lanes had the right ratios between all

component strands. Regardless of the loop lengths, all 3-point-star

molecules had almost the same molecular weight and similar

equilibrium structures. It was not surprising to see that all 3-point-

star molecules with different loop lengths had very similar

mobilities.

In contrast to the similar behaviours in electrophoresis, different

3-point-star molecules showed dramatic differences in self-

assembly (Fig. 3). The star molecules were allowed to self-assemble

by slowly cooling solutions containing those molecules. Then the

DNA samples were analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM).

When the loops were two or three Ts (T2 or T3) long, most DNA

were incorporated into large, ordered, hexagonal arrays with

domain sizes normally larger than 20 mm. Substrate surfaces were

quite clean and free of small aggregates.

When the loop lengths were either longer (T4) or shorter (T1

and T0) than T2 and T3, most DNA associated into small,

irregular aggregates, which scattered all over the substrate surfaces.

They either didn’t have resolvable structures, or contained both

desired hexagons and non-desired pentagons and squares.

However, small 2D arrays were found in occasional cases. Such

arrays, to our surprise, were well ordered.

The present experimental data have proved our hypothesis. Too

much flexibility and too much stress both could bring bad

behaviour to DNA motifs. Only with a subtle balance between

flexibility and stress, DNA motifs have rigid, well-defined

structures. However, our understanding of the current data is

incomplete. We do not understand why the ill behaving motifs (T0,

T1, and T4) can still form well-ordered 2D arrays occasionally. We

suspect that the observation of well-ordered arrays points to the

statistical (or probabilistic) nature of the assembly process. Even

though those ill molecules tend to form irregular, small aggregates,

their 2D arrays are stable once they form. More studies are needed

to fully understand the self-assembly behaviours of these

molecules.

In conclusion, we have tested a fundamental hypothesis that a

well-defined, rigid DNA motif must balance flexibility and stress.

This study might be useful to guide the future design of DNA

nanostructures, and to optimize the current DNA motifs such as

the cross motif,4 which are both important in order to achieve

sophisticated structures and potential technological applications,

such as nanofabrications7 and organizing nano-electronic devices.8
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Fig. 3 AFM analysis of the self-assembly behaviours of 3-point star

motifs with different loop lengths (Tn). In each row, the loop size is shown

on the left. The left image has a large scanning size and shows the overall

situation of the self-assembly (Insets with 200 nm scanning sizes show the

details of irregular, small DNA aggregates); the right one has a small

scanning size and shows the assembly details.
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